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Vaccine efficacy - overview

At risk = having ≥ of the Charlson Comorbidity Index (CMI) category or BMI ≥30 kg/m .- predicts 10 year survival in persons with one or more comorbidities
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Vaccine efficacy – severe disease

Vaccine efficacy – one dose

Safety - reactogenicity, lymphadenopathy, Bell’s
palsy and severe allergic reactions

Safety endpoint
Reactogenicity and adverse
events

Data
Frequent, mostly mild to moderate
Less frequency and severity in adults (≥55 years of age) than in younger adults (18-55
years of age)
Generally higher after 2nd dose compared to first (all ages)

Lymphadenopathy

Vaccine n=64, placebo n=6
Occurred in the arm and neck region within 2 to 4 days after vaccination
Plausible relation to vaccination

Bell`s palsy

Vaccine n=4, placebo n=0
Observed frequency consistent with background rate in general population
No clear basis upon which to conclude a causal relationship at this time, further
surveillance
0 reported anaphylactic reactions in the clinical trials
Exclusion criteria- significant allergic reaction to any vaccine or component of
BNT162b
137 [0.63%] hypersensitivity-related AEs in the vaccine group vs 111 [0.51%] in the
placebo group

Severe allergic reactions

Safety – Special Considerations: PEGylation (or pegylation)
• The BNT162b2 vaccine contains four lipids. The lipids encapsulate the mRNA in the form of a lipid
nanoparticle to aid cell entry, ensure stability and an adjuvant effect.
• Two of the lipids are used in approved medicinal products (cholesterol and 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero3-phosphocholine (DSPC)) and two have not been commonly used in an authorised medicinal
product.
• ALC-0315 ((4-hydroxybutyl)azanediyl)bis(hexane-6,1-diyl)bis(2-hexyldecanoate))
• ALC-0159 (2-[(polyethylene glycol)-2000]-N,N-ditetradecylacetamide)
• ALC-0159 is a polyethylene glycol (PEG) lipid conjugate (i.e. PEGylated lipid).
• The primary function of the PEGylated lipid ALC-0159 is to form a protective hydrophilic layer that
sterically stabilises the lipid nanoparticle, which contributes to storage stability and reduces
nonspecific binding to proteins.

COVID-19 and anaphylaxis

MMWR January 6, 2021

• 21 cases 1,893,360 first doses (11.1 per million)
• Brighton Collaboration

• Level 1 – 10/21 – rash and swollen lip in 2 cases
• Level 2 - 11/21

• Same period 83 “non-anaphylaxis” 0-1 day risk window
• 72/83 – non-serious, rash and mild respiratory symptoms

• Possible risk factors
• 17/21 (81%) documented allergies or allergic reactions
• 7/21 (33%) history of anaphylaxis (vaccines-2, drug-2, nut-1, idiopathic-1,JF-1)
• 19/21 (90%) female
• Note
• Insect venom, drug and ? vaccine allergy not more common in those with atopic disease
• Food and drug allergy not considered a risk factor for vaccine allergy

E2R
Public health problem
Benefits and Harms

Question
Is the COVID-19 pandemic of public health importance?

Substantial

How substantial are the undesirable harms of the intervention?

Small

What is the overall certainty of the evidence for the outcomes?

Acceptability
Feasibility
Resource use
Equity

Yes

How substantial are the desirable benefits of the intervention?

Do the benefits outweigh the risk/harm?

Value

SAGE WG Judgement

Do the target populations value the desirable benefit as large
relative to the undesirable risks/harms?
Is BNT162b2 acceptable to key stakeholders?

Yes
High for prevention of symptomatic
SARS-CoV-2
Low for hospitalizations and death
Moderate for safety
Absent for impact on transmission

Will vary within and between countries
Probably yes

Is BNT162b2 feasible to implement?

Very difficult but not impossible in many
LMICs

Is BNT162b2 a reasonable and efficient use of resources?

Will vary within and between countries

What would be the impact of the intervention on health equity
within and between countries?

Risk of increasing inequity
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WHO recommendation for the use of mRNA BNT162b2
(Pfizer-BioNTech)
• BNT162b2 has been shown to have an efficacy of 95% against symptomatic SARS-CoV2 infection
• No data on impact on transmission or viral shedding
• Vaccination is recommended for persons aged 16 years and above.
• The recommended schedule is two doses given intramuscularly with an interval of 21–
28 days between the doses.
• The same product should be used for both doses. There are no studies on
interchangeability with other vaccines against COVID-19
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Vaccination of specific populations
• BNT162b2 is not a live vaccine, the mRNA does not enter the nucleus and is rapidly
degraded. Animal studies show no toxicity to the fetus, but no data on safety in
pregnant women exist.
• SAGE recommends not to use BNT162b2 in pregnancy until more data are available,
except in circumstances where the benefit of vaccinating a pregnant woman
outweighs the risks, such as in health workers at high risk of exposure or women with
significant comorbidities.
• Vaccination can be offered to breastfeeding women if part of risk group, and WHO
does not recommend discontinuation of breastfeeding after vaccination.
• Lack of data for immune compromised, autoimmune disease, HIV
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Vaccination logistics
• The BNT162b2 vaccine currently requires ultra-cold-chain distribution and storage conditions
• Appropriate medical treatment to manage anaphylaxis must be immediately available, as the incidence of
anaphylaxis within 30 minutes after vaccination is 11.1 cases per 1 million vaccinees.
• Persons with a history of severe allergic reactions must be observed for 30 minutes post-administration.
• As anaphylaxis has also been reported in a small number of persons without a history of severe allergies, all
vaccinees should be observed for at least 15 minutes post-administration.
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Post-authorization
surveillance and
monitoring:
anaphylaxis and other serious allergic
reactions,
Bell`s palsy,
COVID-19 following vaccination that
result in hospitalization or death
(VAED)
cases of multisystem inflammatory
syndrome,
Safety in pregnancy (inadvertent
pregnancies, HCW)
all vaccine administration errors,
serious adverse events,
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SAGE
recommends
the following
research

•

Vaccine effectiveness:

•

studies to determine how protection changes with time since vaccination and whether protection can be
prolonged by booster doses;

•

studies to demonstrate whether this vaccine reduces SARS-CoV-2 transmission and viral shedding;

•

Subpopulations:

•

prospective studies on the safety of BNT162b2 in pregnant women;

•

Randomized controlled trial on efficacy and safety of vaccination in children below the age of 16 years;

•

safety data on vaccination in immunocompromised persons, including persons living with HIV and persons
with autoimmune disease;

•

Vaccination logistics:

•

immunogenicity and safety studies of co-administration with other vaccines, including influenza and
pneumococcal vaccines, to adults and older persons;

•

impact of delayed second dose as currently implemented by certain countries;

•

stability of vaccine under alternative cold-chain distribution and storage conditions;

•

effectiveness of the proposed strategies for the prevention and management of anaphylactic reactions;

•

interchangeability and “mix and match” studies within and across COVID-19 vaccine platforms;

•

Other considerations:

•

global surveillance of virus evolution and the impact of virus mutants on vaccine effectiveness to support
possible update of vaccines if needed;

•

head-to-head studies with other vaccines on extent and duration of immunity using standardized
neutralization assays and mucosal immunity assays.
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Links to documentation
www.who.int/publications/m/item/critical-evidence-questions-for-covid-19vaccines-policy-making
www.who.int/publications/i/item/who-sage-values-framework-for-the-allocationand-prioritization-of-covid-19-vaccination
www.who.int/publications/m/item/who-sage-roadmap-for-prioritizing-uses-ofcovid-19-vaccines-in-the-context-of-limited-supply

www.who.int/immunization/policy/sage/SAGE_WG_COVID19_Vaccines_Model
ling_Questions_31July2020.pdf

October 2020 SAGE meeting
Background Paper

www.who.int/immunization/sage/meetings/2020/october/SAGE_eYB_Oct2020fi
nal.pdf?ua=1
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